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Let 4 be an inner function on the unit disc. Semigroups of operators in the com- 
mutant d(d) of the compression of the standard unilateral shift onto H2/q5H2 are 
constructed and studied using complex function theory. A sufficient condition for a 
fixed operator in the algebra d(d) to be embeddable in a Co semigroup of 
operators in &(() is given. The condition is shown to be necessary under the 
further restriction that the semigroup consists of contraction operators. Inner func- 
tions 4 for which there exist operators in <d(d) which do not embed in a unique 
C, semigroup of operators in d(d) are constructed. Necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions for a coset in Hm/q5Hm to have a coset representative which is nonvanishing 
and bounded by one in modulus are given. 8 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For p in [l, co], let HP denote the standard Hardy space on the unit 
disc D = {z E C: \zI < 11. The standard unilateral shift S on Hz is given by 
s: f(z) + zf(z). 
Let 4 be an inner function on the unit disc II. For each function K in 
H”, we define a bounded linear operator T(K+ qSH”) on the quotient 
space H2/p5H2 by 
T(K+#H”):G+~H2+KG+q5H2. (*) 
Any coset representative of K + qiH” is called a symbol of the operator 
T(K+ q5H”). For K(z) = z, the operator S, = T(K+ c$H”) is the compres- 
sion of S onto H2/cjH2. Sarason has shown that a bounded linear operator 
T on H2/$H2 is in the cornmutant &‘(c$) of S, if and only if T assumes 
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the form (*) (see [ll, Theorem 1, p. 1791). Moreover, the mapping 
K+q5Hm + T(K++H”) from H”/q5H” to J&?(@) is an isometric Banach 
algebra isomorphism from H”/q5H” to the algebra d(d) taken in the 
operator norm (see [ 11, Proposition 2.1, p. 1821). 
The special case i(z) = e’=+ r)/‘= ‘) is intimately connected with the 
theory of Volterra integral operators, and the algebra &‘($) provides a rich 
class of operators from the point of view of examples (see Frankfurt and 
Rovnyak [7, pp. 142-1451); in particular, d(i) contains the class of all 
finite convolution operators of Frankfurt and Rovnyak (see [3,4, 5,6]). In 
[12], the algebra d(6) is systematically studied from the perspective of 
semigroup theory. The purpose of this paper is to extend the results of 
[12] to C, semigroups of operators in the algebra G?($) for an arbitrary 
inner function 4 on the unit disc D. 
2. ZERO-FREE SEMIGROUPS 
Let 4 be an inner function on the unit disc D. Let T be a fixed operator 
in the algebra AZ(~) and suppose that T has a symbol F which is non- 
vanishing on D. Then for some choice of branch of the logarithm of F, 
C = log F is analytic on D and F= e ‘. For each nonnegative number t, 
F’ = efc is in H”, and for all nonnegative numbers r and s, F’F” = F’+‘. 
The collection { T(F’+ qUP): t 3 0} = { T(etC + q5H”): t 2 0) is a CO semi- 
group of operators in d(d). Such semigroups are said to be zero-free. The 
proof of the following theorem, being an adaptation of arguments given in 
[12, Theorem 1, pp. 251-2541, is omitted. 
THEOREM 1 (Zero-Free Semigroups). Let $ be an inner function. Let M 
be a real number and let C(z) be any function analytic on D such that 
Re C(z) < A4 for all z in D. Then 
and (i) {T(e’C+qSH”): t>O} ts a C, semigroup of operators in &(fj), 
(ii) for each nonnegative number t, /I T(erC + $ZZ”)jl < e*“. 
(iii) Zf c1 is any complex number for which there exists a function F in 
H” such that (1 + dF)/(a - C) is in H”, then c( is in the resolvent set p(A) 
of the infinitesimal generator A of the semigroup, and the resolvent 
R(a, A)= (crl- A))’ is 
R(cr, A)= T 
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(iv) the infinitesimal generator A of the semigroup has domain 
D(A) = (G + qSH*: there exists H in H* such that CH is in 
H* and H+#H*=G+dH*} 
and for all G + q4H2 in D(A), 
where H is any function in H* such that CH is in H2 and 
H + I$H’ = G + I$H 2. Moreover, if ec and 4 have no common nonconstant 
inner divisors, then for each nonnegative number t, the kernel of 
T(erC + 4H”) is precisely the zero element of H2/q5H2. 
3. CONTRACTION SEMIGROUPS 
In Section 2 on zero-free semigroups, we saw that a sufficient condition 
for an operator Tin the algebra d(d) to be embeddable in a Co semigroup 
of operators in &‘(d) is that T have a symbol which is nonvanishing on the 
unit disc D. We show that this condition is also necessary under the further 
restriction that the semigroup consists of contraction operators. 
THEOREM 2 (Contraction Semigroups). Let q5 be an inner function. Let 
{T(t): t 2 0} be a nonnilpotent C, semigroup of operators in -01(b). Then the 
semigroup consists of contraction operators zf and only if there exists a 
function C which is analytic and has nonpositive real part on D such that for 
all nonnegative numbers t, T(t) = T(efC + q4H”). 
We will show that since the semigroup {T(t): t > 0} consists of contrac- 
tion operators, the operator T(1) has a symbol B which is nonvanishing 
and bounded by one in modulus on D. Hence for any choice of branch of 
the logarithm of B making log B analytic on D, { T(e”OB B + q5H”): t 2 0} 
and {T(t): t >/O> are two C, semigroups of contraction operators in JzZ(~) 
containing T(1). In the special case q(z) = e@+ ‘)‘(*-l), a C, semigroup of 
operators in -01(J) containing a fixed operator in d(J) is essentially unique 
and it follows that there exists an integer k such that for all nonnegative 
numbers t, T(t) = eznktiT(e’ log B +$H”) (see [12, Theorem 2, p. 2541). The 
factor eznkti accounts for the choice of branch of the logarithm of B. 
However, for a general inner function 4, such an integer need not exist 
(see Section 4) and the choice of nonvanishing symbol of T( 1) becomes 
essential. 
In the proof of Theorem 2, we use a Cantor diagonalization argument o 
obtain a symbol B of T( 1) which is nonvanishing and bounded by one in 
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modulus on D such that for a suitable choice of branch of the logarithm 
of B e(‘Og ‘)lrn is a symbol of T( l/m) for each positive integer m. It follows 
that ‘for each nonnegative number t, r(t) = T(e”““’ + 4H”). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Theorem 1 shows that the condition is sufficient. 
Conversely, let {T(t): t 3 0} consist of contraction operators. Let t be any 
nonnegative number. Since T(t) is in d(4), there exists a function B, in 
H” such that T(t) = T(B,+ 4H”). Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that (IB,ll HZ = JIB, + q3H” I). Hence for all nonnegative numbers t, 
/l~tll~,= = II~,+W”I/ = IIT(B,+M”)II = IIT(t)ll d 1 
(see Sarason [ 11, Proposition 2.1, p. 1821). 
Using a Cantor diagonalization argument, we construct a subsequence 
{Bl,(nk)!)L of {BI,n!),“= 1 such that for each positive integer m, 
{B$$!}~= i converges pointwise to a symbol of T( l/m). For m = 1, the 
limit function B is nonvanishing on D and the desired function C is 
obtained as C z log B for a suitable choice of branch of the logarithm of B. 
By Montel’s Theorem, (B$! },F=, is a normal family of functions on D. 
Hence there exists a subsequence { B$! } ,“= , of { BTjti! > T= i converging 
pointwise to a function analytic on D. For each positive integer i, define 
K,(i) = ri,. By induction, for each positive integer N, there exists a sequence 
{Kvw% of P osi t ive integers such that for each m in (1,2, . . . . N), the 
sequence { BF$fN”,‘$} ,“= 1 converges pointwise to a function analytic on D. 
Moreover, {Kdn))Z’= 1 may be chosen to be a subsequence of 
{K-,(n)),“_,. F or each positive integer i, define ni = Ki(i). By construc- 
tion, the sequence {BI,,,!},? i of diagonal elements of (B1,KN~n~!}~~ 1 is such 
that for each positive integer m, { B$$}pC_, converges pointwise to a 
symbol of T(l/m). 
Let B denote the pointwise limit of (B$,!}p”= i on D. Clearly llB[l Hx < 1. 
Since the semigroup {T(t): t > 0} is nonnilpotent, an application of 
Hiirwitz’s Theorem shows that B is nonvanishing on D (see [12, p. 2571). 
For any choice of branch of the logarithm of B making log B analytic on 
D, { T(e’logB +q5Hm): t >O} is a C, semigroup of operators in d(4) by 
Theorem 1. Since 
clog B = B = lim B$,,! , 
i-30 
for each positive integer m, there exists an integer k, in (0, 1, 2, . . . . m - 1 > 
such that 
Hence 
e2nkmi/me(~~~ B)/m = lim B;jxy. 
i-m 
e2nk~r~mT(e(‘ogB)‘m + bff”) = T( l/m), 
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It follows that there exists a fixed integer k such that for all 
positive integers m, T( l/m) = e2nkiim T(e(‘Og ‘)lrn + #H”) (see the proof of 
Theorem 2 in [ 12, pp. 255-2561 for details). Since {T(t): t > O> 
and { T(e t(2nki+‘og ‘) + 4H”): t 2 0} are C, semigroups, T(t) f and 
T(e f(2nki+ log ‘) + f$H”) f are norm continuous functions of t for t 2 0 for 
each element f in H’/dH*. It follows that for all nonnegative numbers t, 
T(t) = T(e r(2nki+‘og B, + #H”). The function C F 27cki f log B has the 
desired properties. 1 
Theorem 2 shows that every nonnilpotent C,, semigroup of contraction 
operators in JZJ’(~) is a zero-free semigroup. We point out that there is no 
known example of a semigroup of operators in d(b) which is not a 
zero-free semigroup for any inner function f$. 
Theorem 2 yields necessary and sufficient conditions for a coset in 
H”Ir++H” to have a coset representative which is nonvanishing and 
bounded by one in modululs on D. 
COROLLARY. Let 4 be an inner function. Let F be any function in H” 
which has no nonconstant inner divisors in common with 4. Then F+ r$H” 
has a coset representative which is nonvanishing and bounded by one in 
modulus on D if and only zf T(F + I$H”) embeds in a C,, semigroup of 
contraction operators in d(4). 
Proof. Theorem 1 shows that the condition is sufficient. Conversely, 
let {T(t): t ZO} be a C, semigroup of contraction operators in d(d) 
containing T(F+ #H”). So there exists a nonnegative number t, such that 
T(t,) = T(F+ qSH”). Since F and 4 have no common nonconstant inner 
divisors, it follows that the semigroup {T(t): t aO> is nonnilpotent. By 
Theorem 2, there exists a function C which is analytic and has nonpositive 
real part on [I4 such that for all nonnegative numbers t, T(t) = 
T(erC + #H”). Hence eroC is a coset representative of F + 4H” which is 
nonvanishing and bounded by one in modulus on ID. 1 
4. INTERPOLATING SEMIGROUPS 
One of the main tools in the study of semigroups of operators in the 
cornmutant of the Volterra operator J: f(x) -+ s;, f(t) dt on L*(O, 1) is the 
UNIQUENESS THEOREM. Let J(z) = e(‘+‘)‘(‘-‘). Let {T,(t): t 2 0} and 
(T*(t): t >O} be two nonnilpotent Co semigroups of operators in d(q). If 
T,( 1) = T2( l), then there exists an integer k such that for all nonnegative 
numbers t, T2( t) = e2rrkri T,(t) (see [12, Theorem 2, p, 2541). 
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The conclusion of the Uniqueness Theorem remains true if the inner 
function (J(z) = e(; + 1 J/C= -- ’ ) 1s replaced by any singular inner function of the 
form e”‘l + 4/(; - 4) where a is a positive number and 0 is a real number. 
In this section we construct a general class 33 of inner functions such that 
the conclusion of the Uniqueness Theorem fails if J is replaced by any 
inner function in the class 3?. 
There exist nontrivial nilpotent C, semigroups of contraction operators 
in d(d) if and only if 4 is a singular inner function. 
PROPOSITION 1 (Nilpotent Semigroups). (i) Let q3 be a singular inner 
function. Let F be any function in H” which is nonvanishing on D. For any 
choice of branch of the logarithm of 4F making 4F analytic on D, 
{T(e ‘log 4F + q5H”): t > 0) is a nontrivial nilpotent C, semigroup of operators 
in &(qS). 
(ii) Zf 4 is a nonconstant inner function which is not a singular inner 
function, then any zero-free semigroup { T(e’C + q5H”): t 2 0 > of operators in 
222(d) is nonnilpotent. 
Proof: (i) Define N to be the largest nonnegative integer such that 
F/d” is in H”. Then for all t in (0, l/(N+ 2)), e’logBF is not in $H” and 
T(e “og(F+ q5H”) is not the zero operator. However, for all t > 1, er’og6F is 
in q5H” and T(e”“gmF +q4H”) is the zero operator. 
(ii) Let t be any positive number. By hypothesis, 4 has a zero in IEJ. 
Hence erc is not in q5H” and T(erC + 4H”) is not the zero operator. The 
result follows. 1 
There do not exist nontrivial C, semigroups of contraction operators in 
d(4) containing the identity operator on H2/#H2. 
PROPOSITION 2 (Semigroups Containing the Identity Operator). 
(i) Let 4 be a nonconstant inner function. Let {T(t): t >O} be a Co 
semigroup of contraction operators in -01(d) for which T(1) is the identity 
operator Z on H2/q4H. Then there exists an integer k such that for all 
nonnegative numbers t, T(t) = eznkriZ. 
(ii) There exists an infinite Blaschke product II/ and a C, semigroup 
{T(t): t 2 0) of operators in &($) such that for any nonnegative integer m, 
T(m) is the identity operator Z on H2/dH2 and for any positive number t 
which is not an integer, T(t) is not a multiple of I. 
Proof: (i) By Theorem 2, there exists a function C which is analytic 
and has nonpositive real part on lI3, such that for all nonnegative numbers 
t, T(t) = T(efC +dH”). Since T(1) is the identity operator, there exists a 
function F in H” such that ec = 1 - 4F. Since (1 - 4FI = eRec < 1, the real 
part of q4F is nonnegative on D. If F is not identically zero, then QF is an 
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outer function (see Duren [2, p. 511) having nontrivial inner divisor 4, a 
contradiction. Hence F is identically zero and there exists an integer k such 
that C is identically 27cki on [[D. 
(ii) Let T be a bounded open tube in the complex plane of infinite 
length which wraps counterclockwise around the origin and passes over the 
point 1 infinitely often. Regard T as a Riemann surface and let G be any 
conformal map from D onto T. Since T is bounded, G is in H”. By con- 
struction, the set G - ‘( { 11) is countably infinite and {zn}:=r = GP’( { l}) 
is a Blaschke sequence, the points z, being the zeros of G - 1. Moreover, 
T may be chosen so that there exists a branch of the logarithm of G so that 
log G is analytic on D and by reordering the points {zn}z=, , for each 
positive integer n, the argument of G(z,) is 27~2. Let $ be any Blaschke 
product whose zeros are precisely the points {z~}:=, . So there exists a 
function F in H” such that G - 1 = ll/F. 
We show that the C, semigroup { T(e’logG + $H”): t > 0) of operators 
in &‘($) has the desired properties. For each nonnegative integer m, 
T(e m’ogG+tjHoo)= T((l + ll/F)“+$H”) is the identity operator Z on 
H2/$H2. Let t be any positive number which is not an integer. We show 
that T(e’log G + II/H”) is not a multiple of I. We assume that this is not the 
case and deduce a contradiction. So there exists a complex number c1 and 
a function H in H” such that etlog G = c( + II/H. Hence for each positive 
integer n, 0 = tj(z,) H(z,) = erlog G(zn) - a = e2nn’i - CI, a contradiction since t 
is not an integer. The result follows. 1 
Two Co semigroups {T,(t): t 3 0) and {T,(t): t > 0) of operators in 
d(b) are said to be interpofuting semigroups on H2/4H2 if T,(l)= T,(l). 
We give sufficient conditions on an inner function 4 for there to exist a pair 
of interpolating semigroups {T,(t): t 3 0) and (T2(t): t > 0} on H2/dH2. 
In order to rule out trivial examples, we require that the semigroups be 
nonnilpotent and that there does not exist an integer k such that for all 
nonnegative numbers t, T,(t) = e2rrkriT2( t). 
THEOREM 3 (Interpolating Semigroups). Let n be a positioe integer. Let 
4 be a nonconstant inner function. Let z0 be any point in D such that 
IqS(zo)l > cos(n/(4n)). For all z in D, define &(z) = (z -zO)/( 1 - ZOz) and 
$(z)-&(z) d(z). Then there exist two Co semigroups {T,(t): t30) and 
( T2(t): t 2 0} of operators in &(tj) such that 
(i) T,(l)= T,(l), 
(ii) the semigroups { T,(t): t >, O> and { T2(t): t > 0} are nonnilpotent, 
and 
(iii) there does not exist an integer k such that for all nonnegative 
numbers t, T,(t) = eZnktiT2( t). 
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We begin with two lemmas giving sufficient conditions for the sum of 
two simple inner functions to be nonvanishing on ED. 
LEMMA 1. Let a and p be complex numbers such that 0 < Irl < 1 and 
IpI = 1. Then the function pz + p((z - a)/( 1 - c?z)) is nonvanishing on D if 
and only if(ReP)*< Icx(*. In this case, the zeros ofpz+p((z-a))/(1 -c(z)) 
both lie on the unit circle. 
Proof: Apply the quadratic formula to 
7 tl cipz-2 Rep.z+crp= - pz+pi--- 
1 -jiz 
.{l-CLZ}. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let n be a positive integer. For each complex number a with 
cos(nl(4n)) < 1~1 < 1 there exists a complex number with iI.1 = 1 such that 
the functions z” + (A( (z - a)/( 1 - kz)))” and zn - (A((z - cr)/( 1 - Ez)))” are 
nonvanishing on ID. In this case, all n zeros of z” + (A((z - a)/( 1 - Ez)))” and 
all n zeros of zn - (A( (z - a)/( 1 -c(z)))” lie on the unit circle. 
Proof: Define 6 SE 7~12 - n/(4n), p = eiB, and ,I E p/p, and apply Lemma 1 
to the function 
Zn- 1 
= eni(k/2n+ l/2) 
(ep 
NkRn+ II*)p)z + (e-dk12n+ l/ZIP) ;rh . 
1 
The constant cos(n/(4n)) is chosen such that 
(Re e -ni(k’2n+ “*)p)* 6 cos*(n/(4n)) 6 1611* 
for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 2n - 1. The result follows. fi 
By Lemma 2, there exist complex numbers TV and ,I such that the 
functions zn f (n((z - a)/( 1 - Ez)))” are nonvanishing on D. We produce 
functions F, G in H” such that &,G = 1((q5F- a)/(1 -cl#F)). Hence 
(dF)“f (&,G)” are nonvanishing on D and the semigroups {T,(t): t >O} 
and {T*(t): t > O> whose existence is asserted in Theorem 3 are given by 
and 
T,(t) f T(e *fW0~)"+kk~G)"l+ ,+$H") 
T2(t) 5 T(e 21 l’Z3[(6F)” ~ (‘$c,G)~I + $H”). 
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Proof of Theorem 3. Let c( be any complex number such that 
IaJ = cos(rc/(4n)). By Lemma 2, there exists a complex number 1 with 
IAl = 1 such that 
z--CL n z”f A- 
( > l-crz #O (*I 
for all 2 in D. 
Since la/q5(z,)l < 1, there exists a nonconstant function F in H” such 
that F(z,)=a/(q5(z0)) and q5F: ID + D. The function G-A((@-a)/ 
(1 - @F)) . l/qJ, has a removable singularity at zO. Extend G by continuity 
at zO. Thus G is in H”. Since cjF: D + ID, the functions 
are nonvanishing on D by (*). Hence there exist choices of branches 
of the logarithms of (cjF)“+ (q$,G)” and (glF)n- (c&G)” making 
log[(dF)“+ (q$,G)“] and log[(q5F)“- (&G)“] analytic on ID. For all 
nonnegative numbers t, define 
and 
T,(t) E T(e 2thC(4F)“+ OoGY’l + ,jH”) 
T,(t) E T(e 2 hC(bF)“- (boWI + $H”). 
We show that the two C, semigroups {T,(t): t > 0) and { T2(t): t > O> 
of operators in &($) have the desired properties. 
(i) Since (FG)” is in H”, 
T,(1)-T2(1)=T(C(~F);)“+(~,G)“12+~Hm) 
- T(C(W)“- (40G)“12 + I(/H”) 
= T(Wf-3” (404)“+ II/H”) 
= T(4(FG)n qY-‘$ + $H”) 
is the zero operator on H*/$H’. 
(ii) By (i), for each positive integer m, T,(m)= T,(m). Hence 
it suffices to show that {T,(t): t 2 0} is nonnilpotent. Since 
e2r b?CO(zo) F(zo))” + (do(a) ‘3zo))“l = e2m log 01 is nonzero 
> 
e*r bC(@J9” + (40G)‘l iS not 
in II/Hm. Hence T,(t) is not the zero operator. 
(iii) It suffices to show that T,(f) + T,(i) and T,(i) - T,(i) are not 
the zero operators. Since (q5(z0) F(z,))” = a” is nonzero, (q5F)” is not in 
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$C/H” and T,(i) - 7’Ji) = 2T((dF)” + $H ’ ) is not the zero operator. Since 
I$ is a nonconstant inner function, there exists a sequence { w,};= , of 
points in D such that &IV,,,) converges to 0 (see Garnett [S, Theorem 6.6, 
p. 801). Thus 
converges to (-am and (&G)” is not in $H”. Hence T,(i)+ r,(i)= 
-2T((&G)” + Ii/H”) is not the zero operator. The result follows. 1 
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